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Mahdi Asadpour, Karin Anna Hummel, Domenico Giustiniano, and Stefan Draskovic
Abstract—Micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) provide data such as images and videos from an aerial perspective, with data typically
transferred to the ground. To establish connectivity in larger areas, a fleet of MAVs may set up an ad-hoc wireless network. Packet
forwarding in aerial networks is challenged by unstable link quality and intermittent connectivity caused by MAV movement. We show
that signal obstruction by the MAV frame can be alleviated by adapting the MAV platform, even for low-priced MAVs, and the aerial link
can be properly characterized by its geographical distance. Based on this link characterization and making use of GPS and inertial
sensors on-board of MAVs, we design and implement a motion-driven packet forwarding algorithm. The algorithm unites locationaware end-to-end routing and delay-tolerant forwarding, extended by two predictive heuristics. Given the current location, speed, and
orientation of the MAVs, future locations are estimated and used to refine packet forwarding decisions. We study the forwarding
algorithm in a field measurement campaign with quadcopters connected over Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11n, complemented by simulation. Our
analysis confirms that the proposed algorithm masters intermittent connectivity well, but also discloses inefficiencies of location-aware
forwarding. By anticipating motion, such inefficiencies can be counteracted and the forwarding performance can be improved.
Index Terms—Micro aerial vehicle networks, motion-driven packet forwarding, location-aware delay tolerant networking
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INTRODUCTION

M

aerial vehicles (MAVs) are small unmanned aerial
vehicles of a weight up to a few kilograms that feature
embedded computing, wireless communication, sensors, and
small cameras, ready to gather information and transmit often
large-sized data to a ground station [1], [2]. MAVs are increasingly adopted in a variety of civilian domains, such as surveillance, farmland monitoring, search and rescue missions, and
entertainment. In time-critical missions, the delay of data
transmission is a key factor to consider [3].
Whereas the communication of a single MAV is already
well understood, MAV fleets necessary to cover larger areas
pose new research questions for networking. In principle,
multiple MAVs may provide connectivity and high-throughput transmission in an area by creating an ad-hoc, multi-hop
flying wireless network. Yet, a unique characteristic of aerial
communication is the continuous movement of the MAVs
either towards a waypoint or due to flight dynamics, which
impairs the quality of the wireless links [1]. Frequently
changing MAV link quality and disconnections impact endto-end transmission more than in traditional mobile ad-hoc
networks. It is currently unclear how many of the vast
approaches published on multi-hop networking in nonaerial communications can be re-used here.
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Packet forwarding in aerial networks can also take advantage of the fact that MAVs are flying robots which report
their location frequently and allow control of their movement. MAVs may act as a communication relay and also as a
communication ferry [4]. While communication relaying is
the classical approach to extend a network by proper placement of relay nodes (e.g., employed in sensor networks [5]),
communication ferries move data physically to the destination or next relay node [3]. The ferry concept shows similarities to the concept of a collector or throwbox [6], which is a
stationary, often battery powered system deployed in specific places of disconnected regions to increase connectivity
by intermittently storing data. Yet, ferries are mobile and not
operating long-term as traditional throwboxes do.
This particular setting of MAV networks requires a
rethinking of routing protocols. Among the classes of existing routing schemes, traditional source, distance-vector, or
link-state ad-hoc routing protocols fail in the highly
dynamic aerial environment as they require an end-to-end
path and a certain degree of link stability to converge [7],
[8]. As location information of MAVs is available such as
provided by the Global Positioning System (GPS), geographic routing based on forwarding packets to nodes
that are spatially closer to the destination is a feasible
approach [8], [9]. Pure geographic routing is, however, not
adequate for networks that face intermittent connectivity.
A known approach to target intermittent connectivity is
delay-tolerant networking (DTN), which is in principle well
suited for MAV networks [8], but pure DTN concepts often
use a form of limited flooding based on stochastic knowledge about the moving nodes and usually feature long
periods of disconnections. Traditional DTN schemes are
optimized for this use case. Instead in the MAV case, node
trajectories are to a high degree deterministic, the concept of
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ferries can be leveraged, and disconnection times are considerably shorter than in traditional DTNs. Thus, probabilistic DTN multi-copy schemes do not fit well. In contrast,
more sophisticated, movement-aware forwarding schemes
that borrow basic disconnected operation from DTNs are
promising. So far, extensions to incorporate delay-tolerant
approaches in aerial networks have been proposed in [10],
[11]. Yet, the difficulties to build an experimental MAV
testbed have limited the realism of the implementation, and
evaluation to simulation.
Our contributions target the design and development of
a packet forwarding scheme and are detailed as follows:






2

We model MAV networks as a graph of mobile aerial
vehicles. We introduce a mobility model for MAVs
that allows for linear short-time prediction of MAV
trajectories. The model is based on the physical limitations of an MAV’s in-flight behavior. The links in
the MAV network model are either classical wireless
links characterized by the transmission delay or
DTN store-carry-forward links including the time
the data is physically carried by the MAVs. We
describe the transmission delay with an empirically
derived throughput function that varies with geographical distance (Section 2).
Using the network and mobility model, we design a
location-aware DTN/geo-routing algorithm that
basically routes a packet along the spatially shortest
path to the destination, if it exists. Otherwise the
packet is physically carried closer to the destination.
The DTN/geo-routing algorithm is extended by two
anticipatory heuristics that make use of predicted
MAV movement (Section 3).
We implement our forwarding algorithm in a testbed
of quadcopters connected over a Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11n
network, optimized for reduced signal obstruction
(Section 4). We present the results of our measurement campaign with a small fleet of up to three copters and one ground station (Section 5). To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to practically investigate a location-aware packet forwarding algorithm
with DTN support in outdoor fields. We complement
our analysis with a simulation study of the algorithm
compared to epidemic routing in a larger MAV fleet
and discuss factors impacting the performance of the
algorithm and its heuristics (Section 6).

MODELING MAV NETWORKS

A network of MAVs is a wireless multi-hop network of
aeronautical mobile nodes. The network ensures data
communication among MAVs and to the ground. Different to nodes in other mobile ad-hoc networks, the MAVs
are flying robots and their movement and actions are to a
high degree mission-driven. Further, geographic positions
of MAVs are usually known. In the following, we motivate the network model with a scenario. Then, we state
general assumptions of our approach, introduce the
mobility model, and describe the MAV network and link
throughput model.
The mobility model and link throughput model are
designed based on experimental 2D in-flight measurements.

Fig. 1. Example search and rescue scenario with MAVs: Six MAVs are
searching for an object and transfer images to the ground station using
high-throughput links (HT links) with limited ranges. Further, long-range
links (LR links) are leveraged for telemetry and control information. Two
ferry MAVs establish HT connectivity by flying back and forth between
the searching MAVs and the ground station.

An extension to 3D is possible, yet it requires additional
experimental investigation of effects appearing in practice [12]. The network model is general and can integrate
both 2D and 3D-variants of the models.

2.1 MAV Network Use Case Scenario
As an illustrative example, consider the scenario case where
MAVs are employed in a search and rescue mission to
screen an area and to provide geo-tagged camera images in
order to spot a missing person or an object [13]. As depicted
in Fig. 1, multiple MAVs are sent to different areas to take
images. For further processing, the potentially large-sized
images are sent via high-throughput short-range links to a
ground station, which is stationary or only moderately moving. Each MAV (as well as the ground station) is always
aware of its own position. Further, each MAV may change
its flight behavior when receiving a command through an
additional long-range low-throughput network.
In case an MAV moves out of communication range of
the ground station (high-throughput network), connectivity
has to be re-established. Flying back to the ground station is
a simple, but power-hungry solution that does not scale
well. Observing MAVs should use their scarce batterypower on mission-driven tasks instead of consuming it by
moving closer to the transmission peer (in a testbed of quadcopters, we measured a power consumption of about
200  250 Watt for autonomous flight, the dominating factor
is the mechanical part of the copter [1]). Similarly, dense
placement of relay MAVs for maintaining connectivity is a
possible solution, however, this solution comes at high
deployment and operational costs. By introducing ferry
nodes to establish connectivity, most of the MAVs may
search while the ferries move data physically before transmitting. Note that every MAV in the network may additionally relay messages when possible, including the searching
MAVs.
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2.2 MAV System and Network Assumptions
Our network model relies on the following assumptions:


Line-of-sight link characteristics: Wireless links are
assumed to have line-of-sight characteristics. Indeed,
for safety reasons, the vast majority of outdoor
MAVs can be considered to operate in flat areas
when monitoring, e.g., farmland, or above buildings
and trees, e.g., during search and rescue operations,
thus having basically line-of-sight properties. Yet, as
we have shown in past work, the quality of the Wi-Fi
signal is also largely affected by signal obstructions
of the MAV’s frame and sub-optimal antenna properties [1]. To mitigate these effects, a customized
MAV with arms transparent to signal propagation
and light-weight external antennas is introduced (cf.
Section 4.1). Now distance can be exploited as the
main criterion for modeling aerial link throughput.
 Out-of-band channel: In addition to the high-throughput radio technology used for data traffic, we use
another radio technology for control traffic. Such a
channel should feature long range, but requires only
low throughput. As many MAVs need a reliable communication channel for control and telemetry data for
safe flight operation anyway, assuming the existence
of an out-of-band-channel is reasonable [2], [14].
 Availability of location and motion information: The
availability of a positioning and motion sensing technology is assumed such as provided by GPS and
inertial measurement units (IMUs). To distribute
geographic position and motion information, the
out-of-band channel is leveraged. We exploit location information to determine the distance of a network link based on the Haversine formula which
calculates the shortest geographical distance
between two points on the earth surface. The individual MAVs may take distributed decisions based
on the disseminated mobility information.
 Mobility can be leveraged: Two aspects of MAV mobility are assumed in our model. First, MAVs do not
move at random allowing to predict near future
MAV positions based on motion information. Then,
controlled mobility is leveraged by the employment
of ferry MAVs. Ferry MAVs may be sent to waypoints to enforce that messages can eventually reach
the destination by store-carry-forward mechanisms.
The control of MAV mobility is centralized mainly to
assure safe operation and prevent collisions.
 Sparse node deployment: Sparse node deployment is
assumed in MAV networks. Thus, relaying only is
not sufficient to establish connectivity. Also overload
and interferences are not a major problem and, thus,
not included in the models.
Although not a principle assumption, network use cases
of MAV fleets typically show an asymmetric data traffic
flow towards the ground (one ground device). This makes it
in particular feasible to define an appropriate path for ferries in a way that messages can eventually reach the ground
device. Packet forwarding itself is neither limited nor optimized to an asymmetric data flow but is generally applicable to any type of MAV communication.

Fig. 2. Computation of the maximum horizontal prediction error.

2.3 MAV Mobility Model
MAV movement can be described by a linear, deterministic
mobility model with memory that derives a position based
on the MAV’s current position, orientation, and speed. The
model may be classified as a Gauss-Markov mobility model
with strong memory for orientation and speed, where the
future orientation and speed are exactly the same as the
ones measured [15]. We aim to predict the trajectory of an
MAV until a future point in time, which we term the prediction time F . The predicted position at time F is found by linear extrapolation of the current orientation and speed of the
MAV at the current geographic position.
We now compute the error bound for a horizontal
change of direction, which is a likely change of orientation
during operation when a safe altitude is reached. The MAV
cannot change its direction “instantaneously” as it needs
some time to adjust its sensors and propellers to perform a
smooth directional change along a turning radius R, which
can also not be arbitrary small in practice.
Prediction error bound of the mobility model (change of horizontal orientation). The worst-case scenario happens when
the MAV is turning with the largest angle. To calculate the
worst case error, we therefore consider that the MAV has a
given turning radius R within the prediction time F , resulting in a deviation from the expected pathway. The predicted position is denoted by ðxp ; yp Þ and the real position of
the MAV is denoted by ðxr ; yr Þ. As depicted in Fig. 2, without lack of generality prediction takes place when the MAV
reaches position ðR; 0Þ and is heading north. The position
predicted by linear extrapolation with prediction time F is
ðxp ; yp Þ ¼ ðR; v  F Þ, v is the MAV’s speed. At worst, the
MAV starts changing its direction right at ðR; 0Þ. Given the
MAV’s turning radius R and assuming a constant speed v
during prediction time F , we calculate:
Predicted pos::ðxp ; yp Þ ¼ ðR; v  F Þ
vF
; with 0  u < 2p
Resultant angle:u ¼
R
Real pos::ðxr ; yr Þ ¼ ð cos ðuÞ  R; sin ðuÞ  RÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Prediction error:Perror ¼ ðxr  xp Þ2 þ ðyr  yp Þ2 :
The maximum prediction error for MAVs in our testbed is
exemplified for sample prediction times in Table 1. With
increasing prediction time, the error also increases. We can
conclude that even when looking four seconds into the
future, Perror ¼ 7:92 m is an acceptable error when considering also the accuracy of on-board sensors such as GPS
as well as the impact of wind. When the MAV changes to
hovering, the speed is gradually reduced, which decreases
the prediction error gradually as well. When the speed is
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TABLE 1
Sample Prediction Error Calculation
for Different Prediction Times F
Speed
Turning radius
F ¼1s
F ¼2s
F ¼4s

v ¼ 4:5 m/s
R ¼ 20 m
Perror ’ 0:51 m
Perror ’ 2:01 m
Perror ’ 7:92 m

decreased to half the default speed, i.e., 2:25 m/s in our
testbed, Perror ’ 2:01 m (F ¼ 4 s). The reduction happens
over a time frame of about 3 to 5 seconds. When reaching
the hovering position, the prediction error is zero.
The presented model is a micro-mobility model, which
differs from other mobility models defined by a mission.
Related to our motivating use case search and rescue, models
describing mobility behavior of multiple agents in an emergency response mission are presented in [16], [17]. While
these models are representative only in the respective use
case mission, our mobility model is generally applicable.

2.4 MAV Network Model
We present a network model for MAVs as a weighted graph
G of N mobile nodes. Every node possesses a geographic
position (latitude, longitude, and altitude), orientation, and
speed, making it possible to predict future motion. Aerial
wireless links are set up between pairs of MAVs, which can
be in different transmission phases while either moving or
hovering. For each MAV with available data, we distinguish
among the following different states of operation:


Transmit: the MAV is in range of another MAV or the
ground station. In this state, the MAV transmits the
data according to the forwarding algorithm. The
transmission time is denoted by Ttx .
 Carry: no other MAV or the ground station is in communication range and thus the MAV stores the data;
the time the MAV physically carries the data is
denoted by Tc .
The transmission delay of a packet on a single hop is calculated as the sum of the time the packet is carried and the
time it takes to transmit the packet:
Cdelay ¼ Tc þ Ttx :

(1)

Considering the mentioned states, we introduce “real
links” that represent classical wireless links used to transmit
data, and hypothetical “virtual links” that correspond to
links that require carrying before data are transmitted.
Real links. Two nodes ni and nj with geographical distance d are assumed to be connected via a real link, if d  D,
with D being the transmission range of the nodes. The
weight of the real link is represented by wij and expressed
by the transmission delay that is expected on that link
between nodes ni and nj :
wij ¼ Ttx ¼

Mdata
:
sðni ; nj Þ

(2)

Here, Mdata is the amount of data that has to be transmitted, and sðni ; nj Þ denotes the throughput of the single link

Fig. 3. Example weighted MAV graph (schematic view): Path options
of MAVs to send data to the ground station; wxy represents the weight of
the real link between MAVx and MAVy and wxG represents the weight
of the virtual link between x and the ground station.

between the two nodes ni ; nj . An empirical link throughput
function is derived in Section 2.5. In the case of routing in a
connected network, the weighted graph is used to find the
shortest path to deliver the message with minimal delay.
Virtual links. If no real link exists from node ni to the destination of the message G, a hypothetical virtual link is
defined for this node. The weight of the virtual link is calculated as the expected time node ni needs to carry the data
from its current position to come in transmission range of
the destination G plus the transmission delay:

;
wiG ¼ Tc þ Ttx
dG 
Mdata
;T ¼
:
Tc ¼
v tx sðni ; GÞ

(3)

The expected carry time Tc depends on the distance dG
traveled by the node to reach the communication range D of
G (assuming that G is not moving during this time), and the
node’s default speed v. The transmission delay is calculated
similarly to Equation (2), ni denotes node ni when entering
the transmission range of G.
On this MAV graph model, any traditional graph traversal algorithm can be invoked. Fig. 3 visualizes the path
options of an MAV that wants to send data to the ground
station in a sample graph. In the example, an end-to-endpath of real links exists between the sending MAVs and the
ground station. In addition, virtual links are depicted for all
neighbors of MAVs ; the calculation of the weight of a virtual
link is exemplified for MAVi .

2.5 Modeling Link Throughput
We estimate the throughput of a link as a function of the
known geographical distance d between the sending and
the receiving MAV and denote it by sðdÞ. Due to the lack of
a given throughput versus distance function, we model sðdÞ
as a parameterized logarithmic function derived from free
space path loss. We fit it to empirical measurement results
derived with two quadcopters in line-of-sight conditions
flying at about the same altitude1 as detailed in Fig. 4. At
closest distance, the median measured throughput is about
60 Mbit/s. The Pearson correlation coefficient of throughput
1. Note that adaptations of the link throughput model may be
needed when operating the copters at significantly different altitudes.
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Fig. 4. Throughput versus distance measurement test between two flying quadcopters at a relative altitude of about 20 m (with a deviation of
about 5 m in altitude due to flight dynamics and GPS errors), and fitted
sðdÞ function (cf. Equation (4)). Min and max error bars are respectively
the 25 and 75 percent quartiles.

versus logarithm of distance yields 0:967. This result shows
that the throughput has a very strong negative correlation to
the logarithm of the distance and statistically approves the
use of a logarithmic function. The derived empirical sðdÞ
function is given as follows (sðdÞ in [bit/s], d in [m]):
sðdÞ ¼ 106  ð9:09  log 2 ðdÞ þ 72:58Þ:

(4)

The resulting R2 error of the fitted function is 0:9496,
which proves the very good fit of sðdÞ.

3

MOTION-DRIVEN PACKET FORWARDING

We exploit sensor information of MAVs to design a location-aware packet forwarding algorithm that makes use of
physical motion of MAVs. The algorithm works in both connected and intermittently connected networks. When connected, the algorithm routes a packet along the shortest
path. Otherwise, greedy geographic forwarding extended
by DTN mechanisms is used and data are carried by MAVs.
The algorithm is termed DTNgeo . The DTN part of the algorithm is then extended by two heuristics that make use of
anticipated future locations, as well as estimated link capacity and connection time. While the basic algorithm and the
first heuristic that anticipates only future locations do not
adapt their decision to the load or message queue size, the
second heuristic prefers links that master the load best, i.e.,
that allow to transmit most of the available data. Both heuristics are light-weight by design in order not to challenge
the embedded processing capabilities of MAVs.

3.1 DTNgeo Algorithm
DTNgeo is a location-aware packet forwarding approach
with DTN support. Each MAV is aware of the geographic
position of all MAVs and further of the global topology of
the multi-hop MAV network. The MAV maintains a topology table, which is periodically updated by MAV status
messages transmitted through the out-of-band channel. The
topology table contains MAV IDs and real links with a
weight of w ¼ Ttx (transmission time), as well as virtual

(carry time and translinks with a weight of w ¼ Tc þ Ttx
mission time), as detailed in Section 2.4. We employ a single-copy model, i.e., only one copy of a message exits in the
network at a time.
In case the current list of neighbors and the sending
queue are not empty, the MAV executes Algorithm 1, which
first tries to find the shortest path from source to destination
(end-to-end routing). If this path does not exist, it forwards
each message in the queue to a neighbor determined by the
shortest virtual link (DTN-based forwarding):
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End-to-end routing: The MAV analyzes the network
topology to find the shortest path to the destination of
the message by implementing Dijkstra’s algorithm. If
such a path exists, the MAV forwards the message to
the neighbor that is a part of the shortest path.
DTN-based forwarding: In case no end-to-end path is
found, the MAV forwards the message to the neighbor with the smallest virtual link weight or keeps the
message in case the MAV’s own weight is equal or
less than the weight of its neighbors. A smaller
weight of a virtual link basically expresses physical
proximity to the destination. Inspired by greedy geographic forwarding [9], a node is selected that can
physically move data faster to the destination. In its
simple form, the scheme has been proven to be effective in [8], [9].

Algorithm 1. DTNgeo Algorithm.
1: procedure DTNGEO ðsrc; dst; Mdata Þ
" Sending Mdata from
src to dst
2: if 9 shortest path via N 2 {Neighbors} then
3:
FORWARDTO(N; Mdata )
" Route
4: else
5:
W
GETVLWEIGHT(src; dst)
6:
H
src
7:
for N 2 {Neighbors} do
8:
if GETVLWEIGHT(N; dst) < W  then
9:
W
GETVLWEIGHT(N; dst)
10:
H
N
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
if H 6¼ src then
14:
FORWARDTO(H; Mdata )
" DTN Transmit
15:
else
" DTN Carry
16:
STOREINQUEUE(Mdata )
17:
end if
18: end if
19: end procedure

3.2 Anticipatory Forwarding Heuristics
DTNgeo considers only current positions and not future
ones. Thus, the expected future capacity of a link and the
connection time is not factored in. To counteract these limitations, two heuristics are introduced.
DTNclose – future proximity to destination. We extend
DTNgeo by estimating the trajectory of an MAV in the prediction time frame F based on the linear mobility model
introduced in Section 2.3. The node that is predicted to be
then the closest node to the destination is selected.
Algorithmically, we compare all neighbors N of node ni
at current time t and select the next node nj that fulfills the
following condition:
arg min dnj ðdst; t þ F Þ;
nj 2N

dnj ðdst; t þ F Þ < dni ðdst; t þ F Þ:

(5)

In the formula, dnj ðdst; t þ F Þ is the anticipated geographical distance of node nj to the destination at the time
t þ F , and dnj ðdst; t þ F Þ < dni ðdst; t þ F Þ ensures that
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Fig. 6. Radiation pattern with bare antenna (“free space”) and antenna
mounted on the copter frame with plastic arms (“on frame”) in an
anechoic chamber.
Fig. 5. Used quadcopter platform with 3D-printed plastic arms and
on-board wireless package with two external circular antennas.

the selected node nj will also be closer than ni itself to the
destination.
DTNload – capacity to master load within connection time.
The connection time of a link and the throughput of that
link determine the amount of data that can be transmitted.
Again, we observe a prediction time period of F . Assuming
that a load of Mdata [bit] are in the queue of MAV ni ready
to be sent, we calculate the following for each neighbor nj :
Bnj ¼
dnj ðni ; tÞ < D;

tþF
1 X
sðdnj ðni ; tÞÞDt
Mdata t¼t

(6)

dnj ðdst; t þ F Þ < dni ðdst; t þ F Þ:

In the formula, sðdnj ðni ; tÞÞ denotes the throughput [bit/s]
as a function of the distance dnj ðni ; tÞ between node ni and its
neighbor nj ; D is the maximum transmission range; t represents the number of discrete time steps of duration Dt
between t and t þ F ; and dnj ðdst; t þ F Þ < dni ðdst; t þ F Þ
enforces that the selected neighbor nj is closer than the node
itself to the destination at the time t þ F .
The resulting Bnj is the expected capability of a link to
handle Mdata within the connection time. A larger value of
Bnj indicates (i) a better communication channel that would
provide higher data rates, and/or (ii) a longer connection
time that would permit more data exchange. In particular, a
value equal or larger than one indicates that the queue can
be depleted; the larger the value, the sooner the queue will
be depleted. This heuristic therefore aims at selecting a
neighbor that will most likely exhibit best transfer conditions during the time of data transmission.

4

MAV NETWORK TESTBED

The used MAV network testbed is set up by quadcopters
with autonomous flight and hovering capabilities commercially available at a reasonable price. We optimize the flying
platform as well as the used communication technologies
for wireless transmission in the air.

4.1 Flying Platform
We use a platform called “Arducopter” [18], which possesses an Arduino-based autopilot with GPS, IMU, pressure
sensors, etc. The copter’s typical cruise speed is 4:5 m/s and
it is able to fly safely at altitudes up to 100 m. The autopilot
enables autonomous take-off and landing, and navigating

through defined GPS waypoints. To set waypoints conveniently at the beginning of or during a mission, a graphical
user interface is leveraged.
The original metal-arm copter is modified by applying
3D-printed plastic arms and an on-board wireless package
with two external circular antennas, see Fig. 5. We showed
in [1] that the metal arms cause high signal blockage with
losses between 15 and 20 dB. Fig. 6 shows the measured
radiation pattern of antennas mounted on the MAV frame
with plastic arms versus bare antennas; basically no signal
loss by the copter’s new frame is observed.

4.2 Hybrid Wireless Network
We make use of the following two radio technologies:
XBee-PRO. XBee-PRO (IEEE 802.15.4) provides a longrange (up to 1:5 km), low-throughput (less than 80 kbit/s,
shared among all MAVs) communication channel reserved
for light-weight data such as control commands, telemetry
data, and acknowledgment of data reception. XBee-PRO
serves as the out-of-band channel in our network architecture. This technology operates in 2:4 GHz frequency band
and connects every quadcopter to the ground station. We
operate XBee-PRO as a broadcast channel. Telemetry data
including GPS (latitude, longitude, altitude), orientation, and
speed are broadcasted periodically with a tunable period
(here, about 50 bytes are sent by each MAV per second).
Wi-Fi. Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11n) is a shorter range, highthroughput communication technology that is well suited
for transfer of large-sized data. The performance characteristics depend on the concrete hardware set-up, yet, MAVs
of similar type are typically exposed to similar weight and
embedded system limitations. In our copter testbed, the
communication range is up to 200  300 m and the UDP
throughput is up to 80  100 Mbit/s (cf. Fig. 4). To avoid
interference with XBee-PRO, Wi-Fi is configured in 5 GHz
frequency band. The Wi-Fi network connects the copters to
one another in ad-hoc mode. We select SparkLAN WUBR507N USB dongles with Ralink 3572 chipset due to its flexibility (both 2:4 and 5 GHz bands are supported) and acceptable performance.
4.3 Data Traffic
For rigorous analysis of packet forwarding over the Wi-Fi
network, MAVs create specially structured application-layer
messages that enable in-depth performance inspection. The
message header includes a sequence number that identifies the
respective message and an algorithm ID to differentiate
between the different forwarding algorithms. The TTL (time
to live) field defines the maximum number of hops allowed in
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TABLE 2
Test Settings in Field Test and Simulation
Field test
Scenario
Test area
Number of nodes/ferries
Number of scenarios
Experiment time
Mobility
MAV speed
Mobility (betw. waypoints)

Fig. 7. Scenarios used in field experiments: GPS positions and trajectories of (a) two and (b) three quadcopters and one ground station. Arcs
indicate the cut-off range D ¼ 200 m of Wi-Fi communication.

order to prevent infinite message looping. Message creation
time is used to calculate the message delay (all nodes are synchronized via NTP). Finally, the path field is used to store the
sequence of node IDs traversed by the message. Each message has an overall message size (including header and payload) of about 1; 400 bytes (i.e., less than the maximum
transmission unit to avoid fragmentation). By configuring
the frequency of message creation/sending, we generate the
desired traffic load and can mimic any application’s data traffic. All messages are transmitted using UDP.

5

FIELD EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Leveraging the introduced quadcopter testbed, we evaluate
the proposed packet forwarding algorithms in real world.
We use up to three quadcopters and one ground station; all
copters generate data destined to the ground station.

5.1 Scenarios
The basic set-up is inspired by a search and rescue mission.
One stationary ground station is placed together with one
hovering copter at a distance where no direct link between
ground station and copter is provided. Two scenarios of
intermittent connectivity are defined as depicted in Fig. 7:

Communication
Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11n
Wi-Fi cut-off range
Out-of-band channel
Message creation rate

400 m400 m
up to 4/1–2
2
 8 min

800 m800 m
up to 14/4
10
 8 min

4:5 m/s
Real

4:5 m/s
Trace driven

Full featured Limited, no MIMO
200 m
200 m
XBee-PRO
Shared memory
25/s
5 (10 and 20)/s

position, speed, and orientation. Due to safety requirements
each copter must always remain in visibility range. Limited
by this constraint and further to avoid wide-distance links
with low quality, we limit the communication range of the
wireless links to D ¼ 200 m (even though the external antennas would provide larger ranges [1], yet at lower quality).
The safe flight altitude used is 20 m. Each test is executed
for about 8 min (the maximum flight time of the quadcopter
is 10 min).
Each MAV generates 25 messages per second (280 kbit/s)
yielding a total load of 560 kbit/s (scenario 1) and 840 kbit/s
(scenario 2) that is destined to the ground station. To compare the different packet forwarding algorithms under similar test conditions, we send multiple copies of the same
message at each point in time, one for each forwarding algorithm instead of repeated experiments which would be
prone to altered measurement conditions (due to changing
GPS accuracy, wind, automatic flight behavior, etc.). Table 2
summarizes the settings.

5.2 Metrics
The following metrics are used to evaluate the performance
of the packet forwarding algorithms:




Scenario S1: One ferry (MAV1 ) moves in and out of
communication range of one hovering MAV (MAV2 )
and the ground station and establishes connectivity
by carrying data (own and data from MAV2 ) to the
ground station.
 Scenario S2: Another copter (MAV3 ) is added to the
setting of scenario S1. This copter also moves back and
forth between the ground station and MAV2 , but in
opposite direction of MAV1 . Different to scenario S1,
now multiple path options exist to reach the ground.
In particular the hovering MAV2 may now choose
between forwarding data to MAV1 or to MAV3 .
We select these scenarios to expose the forwarding algorithms to different path options even in a setting with only
few nodes. A scenario starts when all quadcopters have
arrived at their first waypoint.
All quadcopters periodically log necessary parameters
for post-flight analysis including the Wi-Fi topology and the
current status of various on-board sensors including GPS

Simulation





Delivery ratio: The delivery ratio is defined as the
fraction of messages that have been successfully
delivered to the destination out of the messages that
have been generated. This metric is a measure of the
reliability of the forwarding algorithm.
Delay: The delay is calculated for each message successfully received at the destination. It is the sum of
the communication delay (Cdelay , Equation (1))
occurred on each hop a message traverses to reach
the destination. Cdelay includes carry time as well as
transmission time.
Hop count: The hop count is the number of hops a
message passes until it reaches the destination. This
metric allows to discuss the efficiency of a forwarding algorithm.

5.3 Results of DTNgeo Forwarding
DTNgeo is studied first to provide a baseline for further
investigations. Table 3 summarizes the measured delivery
ratio and delay per MAV and in total, in both test scenarios.
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TABLE 3
Field Experiment: Delivery Ratio and Delay of DTNgeo , DTNclose , and DTNload , for Each MAV Under Test, Scenarios S1 and S2
Delivery ratio (%)

Delay (s): mean/median/std.

DTNgeo

DTNclose

DTNload

DTNgeo

DTNclose

Scenario S1
MAV1 (ferrying)
MAV2 (hovering)
Total average

98:60
99:60
99:10

100
100
100

99:60
99:60
99:60

23:77/22.67/19:62
22:61/20.33/19:63
23:19/21:50/19:62

22:23/20.30/18:52
21:20/18.05/18:49
21:71/19:17/18:51

21:42/19.72/17:40
20:26/17.43/17:39
20:84/18:27/17:40

Scenario S2
MAV1 (ferrying)
MAV2 (hovering)
MAV3 (ferrying)
Total average

96:01
96:12
95:76
95:96

97:48
95:31
97:30
96:69

99:02
99:45
100
99:49

1:41/0.11/2:86
1:58/0:13/3:0
1:38/0:07/2:85
1:46/0:10/2:90

1:10/0:08/2:76
1:03/0:08/2:63
0:77/0:07/1:98
0:97/0:08/2:46

1:19/0:11/2:44
1:11/0:12/2:43
1:03/0:07/2:42
1:11/0:01/2:43

Delivery ratio. In both scenarios, the delivery ratio is above
95 percent. These results demonstrate the very reliable message forwarding behavior of DTNgeo . The delivery ratio is
generally lower in scenario S2 compared to scenario S1. Possible causes are the higher load in scenario S2 and the higher
dynamics generated by three MAVs compared to the setup
with two MAVs, leading to more 802.11n link losses.
Delay. The total median delay observed is 21:50 s in scenario S1. This large delay is due to the disconnection time
period of about 60 s of the ferry MAV in each round. Adding an additional ferry (scenario S2) decreases the median
delay to 0:1 s. Fig. 8 shows the delay of a sample sequence
of messages of ferry MAV1 (scenario S2). The peak delays
correspond to the points in time when MAV1 is temporary
disconnected from the ground station. In this situation
MAV1 ’s messages are queued and transmitted later, in a
slower store-carry-forward manner. We further observe a
large spreading of delay, which is due to the situation that
some messages are carried away from the destination
ground station before transmitting while others are transmitted immediately.
Hop count. The number of hops traveled by each message
is generally low due to the small network size. The average
hop count of all messages is 2:18 in scenario S1, and 1:79 in
scenario S2. The higher fraction of direct link options to the
ground station is the cause for the lower hop count in scenario S2. The hop count distribution of both scenarios for all
MAVs is shown in Fig. 9. We remark that the hop count
varies depending on the MAV’s task, which defines its waypoints. The messages of ferry MAV1 require at least one hop
in scenarios S1 and S2 (similarly, ferry MAV3 in scenario S2
can send messages to the ground in one hop), whereas the
minimum hop count is 2 for the hovering MAV2 .
We further observe that transmission is not always efficient. In scenario S1, Fig. 9a, still 59 percent of MAV1 ’s
messages require three hops to reach the ground station,
which means that they are sent from MAV1 to MAV2 and

Fig. 8. Sample message sequence generated by MAV1 in scenario S2:
communication delay per message sequence number using DTNgeo .

DTNload

back to MAV1 before being transferred to the ground station. Similarly, the fraction of messages of MAV2 that
take four hops in scenario S1 (9 percent) and three hops
in scenario S2 (8 percent) are inefficiently sent back and
forth. In the following we will show that the proposed
heuristics provide effective countermeasures against this
ping-pong effect.

5.4 Results of Heuristics
We now study the effects of each predictive heuristic,
DTNclose and DTNload , in isolation. We discuss the results in
relation to the results of DTNgeo . Again, scenarios S1 and S2
are used, and Table 3 details the measurements. The prediction time frame is set to F ¼ 4 s.
Delivery ratio. The average delivery ratio of DTNgeo is
already very high. Both heuristics achieve a similar, slightly
improved average delivery ratio in both scenarios (cf. Table 3).
The largest improvement is achieved by DTNload in scenario
S2, where the total average delivery ratio is increased by 3:68
percent. A reason for this improvement is the specific
property of DTNload to select a neighbor with the best communication condition to deliver (most of) the message load
successfully.
Delay. In terms of total median delay, we observe that
DTNclose and DTNload can slightly outperform DTNgeo by

Fig. 9. Field experiment: hop count distribution of DTNgeo .
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Fig. 10. Hop count improvement in terms of percentage of saved hops
for DTNclose and DTNload algorithms compared to DTNgeo .

respectively 1:8 and 3:23 s in scenario S1. As the delay is
already very low in scenario S2, the respective improvements are low as well: respectively 20 ms for DTNclose and
90 ms for DTNload .
In particular in scenario S1, only MAV1 ferries data back
to the ground station, therefore the messages of all algorithms have to pass through the same ferry (path) irrespective of inefficient forwarding loops and thus the delay can
in principle not be significantly improved. This changes for
scenarios where more path options exist (cf. Section 6).
Hop count. Fig. 10 visualizes the fraction of hops saved by
each heuristic in comparison with DTNgeo . The fraction is
calculated as the total number of hops saved per scenario
over the total number of hops of DTNgeo 2. Though the fraction might not seem impressive, for instance, an improvement of 4:5 percent in scenario S2 corresponds to a saving
of 2; 250 hops (single hop transmissions) compared to
DTNgeo . We observe that both heuristics can save a substantial number of non-necessary transmissions, thus, reducing
the network load and mitigating possible message loss due
to overload. DTNload achieves this result by forwarding data
to a node closer to the destination with predicted ability to
master the load best in the estimated connection time,
whereas DTNclose decreases the hop count as the prediction
of future locations alleviates ping-ponging of messages.

6

SIMULATION RESULTS

We now expose the forwarding schemes to a larger number
of nodes (up to 13 MAVs) that is not easily feasible in field
experiments and use the same evaluation metrics as introduced for the field test. We make use of the state-of-the-art
network simulator ns-3 [19]. A benefit of selecting a common,
open network simulator is that we can repeat scenarios rapidly and make our results comparable with other works.
However, ns-3 lacks proper MAV mobility and aerial communications models, and does so far not support full-featured IEEE 802.11n (no support for MIMO, for instance). In
order to compensate for these limitations, we provide a simulation mobility model and a communication model.
The simulation mobility model is derived from real in-flight
traces of quadcopters as observed by GPS and IMU sensors.
First, traces of a straight flight are selected. Then, by applying basic geometric translation and rotation operations, we
are able to create the movement between mission-given
waypoints (including turns). Additionally, we implement
hovering at locations. The communication model is also based
on real world observations. The throughput between two
2. In total, DTNgeo results in 40  103 hops in scenario S1, and
50  103 hops in scenario S2.

Fig. 11. Simulation scenario with a ground station, trajectories of four
ferry MAVs (MAV25 ) and nine searching MAVs (MAV614 ). The fuzziness of the MAV trajectories is a result of the simulation mobility model
based on real MAV trajectories.

MAVs is modeled as a function of distance derived from
measurements, cf. Section 2.5. This way, we assure that simulation meets reality although simulation not fully implements all communication features.

6.1 Simulation Setup
DTNgeo , the two heuristics DTNclose and DTNload , and epidemic routing [20] are implemented in simulation. We use a
shared memory to emulate the out-of-band channel (XBeePRO in field tests) for sharing MAVs’ position and direction
information. Nodes connect to each other via ad-hoc Wi-Fi
802.11n at 5 GHz. Similar to the field test, the Wi-Fi communication range is set to 200 m. On the physical layer, the
transmission gain is set to 20 dB, which provides the
required throughput for the intended Wi-Fi range. Each
MAV generates 5 messages per second (56 kbit/s, overall
728 kbit/s are generated in the largest scenario with
13 MAVs) addressed to the ground station. Note that the
reduction from 25 messages generated per second in the
field test, cf. Section 5, to 5 messages is due to creating a
comparable total load in a larger fleet and to speed up simulation (cf. the discussion on higher loads in Section 6.5).
Messages are sent using UDP sockets with a TTL set to 20
hops. In compliance with the field tests, the experiment
time of each simulation test run is about 8 min. A summary
of parameters used in simulation is given in Table 2.
6.2 Scenarios
The simulation scenarios are – as in the field test – inspired
by search and rescue missions (cf. Fig. 1). The simulation
area is about 800 m800 m. Fig. 11 visualizes the placement
of all MAVs and their trajectories. The scenarios are constructed by using a basic setting of one ground station
(node number 1) and four ferry MAVs (MAV25 ), and up to
nine additional searching MAVs (MAV614 ). The searching
MAVs are placed out of communication range of the
ground station but within the communication range of at
least one ferry MAV. Each searching MAV is assigned a
200 m200 m region, defining the area the MAV should
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Fig. 12. Popularity of MAVs in the 14-node scenario: percentage of
relayed messages by each MAV for all three geo-based algorithms.

survey and collect data from. As depicted in the figure, a
typical search zigzag movement pattern is implemented to
effectively cover a region. Furthermore, the symmetric ferries MAV2;5 and MAV3;4 always fly in opposite directions to
generate more path options for forwarding decisions.
To investigate effects of different MAV densities and
placements, we introduce ten different scenarios with varying number of nodes n (5  n  14). To define the scenarios,
we look at the number of messages that are traversed per
MAV. Typically not all MAVs are equally popular with
respect to forwarding messages. We define the popularity of
of messages relayed
an MAV as: Popularity ¼ Number
Total number of messages .
To construct a scenario n  1, we remove the respective
most popular searching MAV in scenario n in order to
change a significant aspect of scenario n. We start with the
largest scenario n ¼ 14; the popularity of all MAVs in Scenario n ¼ 14 is visualized in Fig. 12. Most popular MAVs are
the ferries MAV24 , and central MAVs close to the ground
station (MAV1114 ), with MAV14 being the most popular
searching MAV. Scenario n ¼ 13 is now constructed by eliminating MAV14 from scenario n ¼ 14. To easily identify the
scenarios, we selected indexes of the searching MAVs to
reflect the order of elimination. In other words, each scenario
n consists of the nodes fMAV2    MAVn g; the placement of
each MAV is depicted in Fig. 11.

6.3 Performance of DTNgeo
DTNgeo combines end-to-end shortest path routing and
DTN-based forwarding if needed. Fig. 13 shows how often
packets are routed along the shortest end-to-end path or
using DTN-based connections making use of ferries. We
find that in our sparse node deployment, the overwhelming
majority of messages is forwarded using DTN. At most,
12:9 percent of the messages can make use of an existing
end-to-end path in all test scenarios.
The performance of basic DTNgeo is evaluated in comparison with epidemic routing [20], a basic packet forwarding approach that makes use of message replication.
Its spreading principle is central to many state-of-the-art

Fig. 13. DTNgeo algorithm: Fraction of packets received at the ground
station by DTN forwarding versus shortest path delivery.

Fig. 14. Comparison of DTNgeo with epidemic forwarding (median, 25 and
75 percent quartiles as error bars). The median values are calculated
over all MAVs acting in one scenario.

and more sophisticated DTN algorithms (such as Spray
and Wait [21]). Epidemic routing uses an approach analogous to the spreading of infectious diseases. “Infected”
nodes forward a packet when another node is encountered that does not yet have a copy of the packet (“not yet
infected”). The transmission is successful when the first
packet copy is received at the destination. Epidemic routing explores exhaustively all routes in the network. In an
ideal situation, the first received copy shows the minimum delay possible (likely at low hop count), and the
delivery ratio of transmission is optimal as well. In reality, epidemic forwarding considerably consumes network
and processing resources [22]. The generated load tends
to cause congestion, losses, and delays. We implement
epidemic routing in a configuration, that this scheme
operates almost always loss-free with a delivery ratio
close to 100 percent and thus, can serve as a benchmark
(cf. Fig. 14 (top)).
Delivery ratio. As visualized in Fig. 14 (top), DTNgeo
achieves a very high delivery ratio varying between 99:2
and 100 percent. It is worth noting that DTNgeo achieves a
delivery result similar to epidemic routing, but with lower
overhead, since DTNgeo utilizes only a single message copy
while epidemic forwarding relies on forwarding many copies of each message (as discussed later in detail).
Delay. Fig. 14 (middle) shows the delay of DTNgeo and
epidemic forwarding. Interestingly, in scenarios with 10
nodes or more, DTNgeo outperforms epidemic routing and
achieves a smaller delay. In particular in the 14-node scenario, the achieved delay is 39 s less. This is because even in
a favorable configuration, epidemic spreading leads to large
message queues and nodes are often not able to fully
deplete the outbox queues during connection time. A significant portion of messages remains in the queues, which are
delivered with larger delays in one of the next encounters.
Moreover, as shown by the figure, the delay generally
decreases for a better connected network, with larger number of nodes.
Hop count. The measured hop count is depicted in Fig. 14
(bottom). DTNgeo messages have traversed up to 5 hops to
reach the ground station. As expected, epidemic routing
reaches the best hop count achievable in the scenarios by
exploring all possible path options. Still, DTNgeo achieves
good results, in worst case the difference in hop count is 2.
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Fig. 15. Number of transmissions (in log scale) of DTNgeo and epidemic
forwarding.

In principle, the hop count increases with increasing number of nodes, simply because many packets traverse more
hops to reach the ground station from further distances.
Message overhead. Fig. 15 compares DTNgeo and epidemic
routing in terms of the number of transmissions each algorithm generates. Compared to epidemic routing, DTNgeo
needs between 27  103 and 970  103 less transmissions in
the different scenarios.
To summarize, DTNgeo achieves convincing performance
results, yet there is room for improvement concerning the
forwarding efficiency (hop count).

6.4 Improvements with Heuristics
We perform the same simulation scenarios as before and
compare the results of the heuristics with the results of
DTNgeo . A time frame of F ¼ 4 s is used for future prediction. Table 4 summarizes the improvement of delay, delivery ratio, and hop count. The median values are calculated
over all MAVs acting in one scenario. Improvement is calculated as the difference between the median values.
Delivery ratio. DTNgeo with and without the heuristics
achieves a very high delivery ratio of > 99 percent in all
the scenarios. There is only small room for improvement as
shown by average improvement of both DTNclose and
DTNload , in Table 4. In single test cases the heuristics perform slightly worse.
Delay. On the total average (see Table 4), the delay is
improved by 1:04 s (DTNclose ) and 1:87 s (DTNload ), in single
cases up to 4:44 s (DTNclose ) and 12:59 s (DTNload ) – with a
degradation in single cases at most up to 1 s. We find that in
some cases DTNgeo forwards along long paths. A major
cause for the long routes is the disadvantageous ping-pong
effect which can be alleviated by using prediction of future
positions (DTNclose ). DTNload can improve delay by further
anticipating how much data can be transferred over a link
in the near future.

Fig. 16. Hop count improvement of DTNclose and DTNload with respect to
DTNgeo : (top) total number of saved hops and (bottom) the fraction of
saved hops out of the total number of hops required by DTNgeo .

Hop count. The hop count results show that both DTNclose
and DTNload either improve the hop count of DTNgeo by up
to 1 hop or do not impair it (median values, cf. Table 4).
Fig. 16 (top) shows the total amount of saved hops compared
to DTNgeo , and (bottom) presents the saved hops related to
the number of hops needed for the respective message by
DTNgeo . Up to 7 percent of the total number of hops can be
saved in the scenarios. In the largest scenario (14 nodes), the
saving amounts to 147  103 hops for DTNclose .

6.5 Discussion of Results
We have shown that DTNgeo provides a practical geographic packet forwarding scheme for intermittently connected networks. The performance evaluation in terms of
delivery ratio, delay, and hop count reveals that DTNgeo
achieves results close to epidemic routing, yet with substantially lower messaging overhead. The major improvement
achieved by the heuristics DTNclose and DTNload is the
reduction of inefficient transmissions that can be detected
when anticipating future positions. We now want to discuss
factors impacting our approach.
Prediction time frame. The prediction time (in our study
4 s) should be adapted to the characteristics of the MAV’s
trajectory. As we employ a linear mobility model, the prediction time can be increased for trajectories with few turns
without increasing the prediction error, yet, leading to
improved packet forwarding results. For instance, we performed additional tests in a sample scenario with ferries

TABLE 4
Improvement of DTNgeo by the Two Heuristics in Terms of Delay, Delivery Ratio, and Hop Count
(Difference in Median Values); the Symbols “+”/“”/“=” Refer, Respectively, to Improvement/
Degradation/Same Results as Achieved by the Heuristics in Comparison to DTNgeo
Scenarios (n)

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Delivery ratio
Delay (s)
Hop count

=
=
=

=
=
=

 0.04
+ 1.87
=

=
+ 3.35
+ 1.0

+ 0.04
 0.64
=

+ 0.05
+ 0.33
=

=
 0.28
=

 0.04
+ 2.64
=

+ 0.41
+ 4.44
=

 0.10
 1.33
+ 1.0

+ 0.032
+ 1.04
+ 0.2

Delivery ratio
Delay (s)
Hop count

=
=
=

=
=
=

 0.02
+ 1.87
=

=
+ 3.90
=

+ 0.04
 0.61
=

+ 0.09
 0.01
=

=
 0.79
+ 0.5

 0.18
+ 2.76
=

+ 0.34
+ 12.59
=

 0.14
 1.00
+ 1.0

+ 0.013
+ 1.87
+ 0.15

DTNclose

Average

DTNload
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TABLE 5
Measured Delay Under Different Loads (mean/median/std.)
DTNgeo (s)
5 messages
10 messages
20 messages

Fig. 17. Delivery ratio results of DTNgeo and DTNload under different loads
(median values of  8 min simulation).

MAV25 , and searching MAVs MAV11 , MAV13 , and MAV14
(cf. Fig. 11) with different prediction times. Compared to a
prediction time of 4 s, with a prediction time of 8 s the delay
of both heuristics is improved by 0:54 s and the number of
hops saved is increased by 1:36  103 (DTNclose ) and by
0:57  103 (DTNload ); the delivery ratio remains high.
Location sensor noise. Real mobility traces come with
instantaneous noise as a result of GPS inaccuracy (IMU
inaccuracies are small), impacting the performance of location-aware algorithms. To prevent false forwarding decisions due to positioning inaccuracies in practice, we
introduce a safety margin of dmin ¼ 3 m minimum difference in distance to the destination that has to be exceeded
before another node is considered to be closer to the destination than the sending node (value of dmin has been empirically derived and can be configured). With improved
positioning technologies, it is expected that the safety margin dmin can be relaxed.
MAV placement. Our extensive simulations showed that
the placement of the MAVs together with the trajectories
of the ferry MAVs significantly influences the achievements of prediction-based heuristics. Anticipation of the
future can be exploited best when multiple path options
are available that comprise ferries with differing mobility
vectors (some heading for the ground station, some moving away, etc.). In such settings, predictive approaches
can avoid that messages are physically carried long ways
with large delays or that messages are looping (pingpong effect). In cases with limited path variety, pure
DTNgeo is sufficient.
Higher load. We now study our algorithm under different
loads. The simulation setup is as before, consisting of 5 to 14
nodes (cf. Fig. 11). Three cases are compared: every MAV
generates 5 messages per second (base scenario, 56 kbit/s
per MAV), 10 messages per second (112 kbit/s per MAV),
and 20 messages per second (224 kbit/s per MAV). During
disconnection times, the generated load accumulates leading to extensive message transfer and temporary heavy
load on the links as soon as they are established.
Fig. 17 summarizes the delivery ratio of DTNgeo and further DTNload – the heuristic which prefers links that allow to
transfer the most of the data in the queue. It can be observed
that the delivery ratio of DTNgeo decreases significantly with
increasing load, from almost 100 percent (5 messages per
second) to almost 44 percent (20 messages per second) in
the worst performing scenario (n ¼ 13). We further observe
an increase of (median) delay by up to 53 s in some scenarios when the load is quadrupled (note that the measured

113.7/118.6/26.2
126.2/125.8/31.4
138.3/132.4/29.9

DTNload (s)
111.7/117.4/25.1
120.2/123.1/25.3
130.8/132.2/28.8

delay is already about 100 s under base load). Table 5 shows
the delay statistics of all scenarios.
DTNload mitigates the impact of higher load and outperforms DTNgeo in the majority of the test scenarios in terms
of delivery ratio and delay. Yet, DTNload shows a similar
trend of performance decrease as DTNgeo when exposed to
higher load.3 We conclude that packet forwarding in MAV
networks should implement additional countermeasures to
mitigate loss caused by (accumulated) heavy loads. Options
to consider are load balancing mechanisms and reliable
one-hop transfer (up to future work).

7

RELATED WORK

Packet forwarding in MAV networks relates to routing protocols in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). Yet, the
frequent topology changes of an MAV network, fast movement, and unstable wireless link conditions make the existing MANET routing algorithms impractical. In [7], OLSR is
evaluated in a network of two micro airplanes and a ground
station. The authors conclude that OLSR can not cope properly and quickly enough with the fast changing topology. In
own previous work [8], we show that routing based on
B.A.T.M.A.N. is impaired by the changes of the topology
due to its long route convergence time.
A different, more promising paradigm is followed by
delay-tolerant networks (DTNs). Traditional DTNs set up
by human-carried devices have been exhaustively studied.
One difference to MAV networks is the usually long intercontact time that is not given in mission-oriented MAV
networks. Another major difference – and advantage – of
autonomous aerial robot networks is that MAV pathways
are more predictable than human device trajectories.
Multi-copy schemes of DTNs may be avoided and a single-copy protocol may be employed, which has also been
pursued in (few) DTN networks [23]. When considering
the transfer of large-sized data, traditional spreading with
multi-copy protocols comes with a large overhead (and
potential packet loss) [24]. In our work, we do not require
but also not exclude multi-copy schemes. Although our
algorithms use motion and load context to improve singlecopy transmission, it is in principle possible to generate
multiple copies on top of our forwarding scheme. Having
investigated both MANET and DTN forwarding, we
believe that the MAV network is a hybrid DTN/MANET
and therefore both connected and disconnected cases
should be supported. R3 supports this point of view [25];
R3 is a special case of epidemic routing [20], which leverages replication to improve delay. However, replicationbased solutions lack scalability.
3. For reasons of completeness, we note that DTNclose shows a similar trend both in delivery ratio and delay as the other schemes. Further,
the hop count does not change under varying load.
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Geographic routing is a promising approach for aerial
networks [8]. For ground vehicles, navigation information
and the store-carry-forward concept are leveraged by GeoDTNþNav [26]. Yet, the approach cannot utilize the characteristics of MAV networks such as the use of controlled
mobility in free space (as provided by ferries). LAROD is a
location-based algorithm design for aerial vehicles [10].
Similar to our algorithm, LAROD combines geographic
routing with store-carry-forward. The achieved results confirm a sufficiently good delivery ratio comparable to epidemic routing at a substantially lower (still considerable)
overhead. Performance results of geographic forwarding in
sparse networks confirm that greedy geographic forwarding is in general only suitable for non-critical applications [11]. This result is further supported by later work of
the authors that includes an estimation of the probability
of successful communication between source and destination pairs in geographic forwarding, thus suggesting to
combine greedy forwarding with additional mechanisms [27]. We follow this thought by combining the concepts of geographic routing and ferrying in our work. In
particular for sparse, partitioned networks, ferries are a
well-suited concept mitigating some of the effects
described in this related performance study [4].
AeroRP [28] presents a geographic routing algorithm that
uses velocity-based heuristics to cope with the very fast
vehicles in aeronautical networks (around 1200 m/s), where
the considered speed is much higher than the speed of an
MAV (up to 25 m/s). AeroRP requires full trajectory knowledge and uses the time to intercept, i.e., the time two MAVs are
in transmission range, as the primary metric for routing decisions. Using simulation, it is shown that variants of AeroRP
outperform the traditional MANET routing algorithm OSLR
and AODV. Our heuristic DTNload utilizes a similar concept,
although it does not require full trajectory knowledge.
Motion information is also used in [29] for ad-hoc routing
with full MAV trajectory knowledge. The algorithm
requires large memory for maintaining the path information
of all the MAVs and comes at high computational costs.
Yet, simulation results show improved throughput in
comparison to two MANET algorithms, AODV and LAR.
To mitigate exhaustive search in the forwarding path
space, we introduce an A*-based search algorithm in [30].
A major advantage of trajectory-aware routing is the optimization of the multi-hop path, however this comes with
a disadvantage as the knowledge of the path of all MAVs
during the whole mission is required. In contrast, the
scheme introduced in this paper requires only current
motion and location information from an MAV’s neighboring nodes to make a forwarding decision for the
next hop.
The mentioned related approaches and studies either
evaluate the routing algorithms entirely in simulation or
lack leveraging MAV system characteristics (ferries, outof-band control channel). To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to practically investigate an anticipatory
location-aware forwarding algorithm with DTN support
using a fleet of real MAVs, supported by a realistic
simulation, which has been customized for MAV networks by communication and mobility models derived
from real observations.
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CONCLUSION

We developed a concept for multi-hop micro aerial vehicle networks addressing the main challenges for packet
forwarding from a practical perspective. The core of the
networking solution is a motion-driven packet forwarding algorithm that applies delay-tolerant networking in
case of disconnections. By taking advantage of location
and motion sensors provided by MAVs and a realistic
mobility model, near future MAV positions are predicted.
Also, adding a realistic link throughput characterization
allows for anticipating near future link capacity and connection time.
In an evaluation study comprising experiments in a
real testbed and simulation, we demonstrated that the algorithm achieves a delay and delivery ratio comparable with
ideal epidemic forwarding. With prediction, the algorithm
further counteracts message ping-ponging of locationaware forwarding. Our results reveal that in particular in
more complicated topologies of larger MAV fleets where
multiple path options exist, anticipating future positions
has an observable positive effect.
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